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MICROSAT BIOMAGNETIC CONTROL SYSTEM
Brunella Pavesi,1 Antonella De Ninno,2 and Giuseppe Rondinelli3

One of the frontier of the spaceflight to be overcome in the next years is the use
of organic elements to integrate the on board automated or robotic systems. The
adoption of these technologies on board requires their space qualification that is
the possibility of testing and experimenting their behavior at low cost in space.
So that, the opportunity offered by CubeSat or Microsatellite missions, able to
assure the test on field of fundamental parts of the basic elements of such
systems, has a crucial role.
The ambitious target from now on is the creation of an autonomous system where
satellite position determination and magnetic attitude control might be
performed by bio-sensors and bio-actuators capable autonomously and promptly
to react to the environment variations.
The present paper shows a proof-of-concept study of the innovative design for
magnetic attitude control system based on biosensors able to detect variations of
the Earth's magnetic field in LEO satellite mission and bio-elements capable to
provide appropriate feedbacks to steer the activation by pulses of attitude control
system. It has been proven through in vitro experiments that suitable organic
compounds or aqueous solutions of biomolecules undergo to changes in the acidbase equilibrium when exposed to variations of magnetic field, even at low
intensities. Using this concept it can be derived that measurable variations of the
pH of the compound might be determined by magnetic field variations: thus, it
might be possible to design a new class of magnetic biosensors based on special
hydrogels.

INTRODUCTION

The introduction and the proliferation of small and micro sat missions have brought to the
optimization and simplification of sat subsystems, impacting on technology and costs.
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Today it is possible even to integrate a micro satellite e-shopping its main components. Thus, the
innovation in this field might be the introduction of nano-technologies based on organic elements
within the on-board subsystems, replacing traditional sensors, electronic circuits, software and
memories with bio auto-determined systems.
In particular, the attitude control system has been considered as first subsystem on which this idea
might be applied. Thus, the goal has been to generate an autonomous attitude control system
regulated by counter-reactions readjustment system based on organic elements.
The innovative system is envisaging the creation of an enzymatic biosensor able to reveal
variations of the Earth's magnetic field in a LEO satellite mission by means of pH change detection.
In fact “position determination” and “magnetic attitude control” in the future might be performed
by bio-sensors and bio-actuators capable autonomously and with fast reaction time to
trigger/regulate feedback process at some environmental field variations.
This advanced technological solution primarily would generate mass and power savings for
micro, mini and small sats, at least in Leo orbits, but many others advantages could be led even if
now not specifically focused. These technologies require to be tested and experimented at low cost
in the space. This opportunity can be given by CubeSat or Microsatellite missions, able to assure
the test “on air” of fundamental parts of the basic elements of this system.

BIO-CHEMICAL COMPONENTS USE FOR ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
Bio Magnetic Field Detectors

Amino acids are one of the basic bricks in the organic process participating to the biochemical
transformation of the protein reactions: for this reason they have been studied since long time and
a large amount of scientific literature is consequently available. Recently it has also been performed
a series of studies at ENEA-Frascati (see Fig.1) aimed at understanding how Amino Acids aqueous
solutions interact with the environment, in particular within weak electromagnetic fields , in order
to verify the influence of the Electro Magnetic Field on living organisms. The results demonstrated,
in case of Amino Acid solutions, an effect occurs and further studies are on going in order to
understand how to govern the process.
The fallouts of this analysis has led to the idea of inverting the approach detecting a change in the
EMF through a change inducted in an Amino Acid solution.
It has been proven that aqueous solutions of amino acids exposed to weak magnetic field shift
their acid-base equilibrium (see References 2 and 3). The value of pKa shift has been measured by
evaluating the ratios of the intensity of the groups characteristic of each ionisable group, in FTIR
(Fourier Transformed Infra Red) spectra.

In Fig. 2 it is shown the result obtained exposing an aqueous solution of phenylalanine amino acid
to a static magnetic field (0.5-1,5 gauss). At the same pH value, the number of negative ionic groups
decreases respect to the reference not exposed sample and the acid-base constant pKa is modified.

Figure 1. Bio-Magnetism Lab at ENEA with Helmoltz coils used to produce the magnetic field

.

Experiments show that the size and the hydrophobicity of the residue groups of the amino acid are
responsible for the effect magnitude. Hydration of biological molecules is strongly affected by the
surrounding conditions, i.e., IR and Vis radiation, magnetic field; this open the way to envisage a
new class of biological based sensor mimicking the animal behavior in terms of adaptation to the
environment. Furthermore, this observation is basic to drive the choice of suitable molecules in
order to optimize the response to the external stimuli.

Figure 2. Magnetic field effect on aqueous solution of phenylalanine amino acid

Polyelectrolite hydrogel Converter

Stimuli responsive hydrogels are a new class of materials showing great potentials for the
development of micro and nano-sensors (Reference 1). In fact, they can change their volume
significantly in response to small alterations of environmental parameters.
The volume change is based upon the absorption or the release of aqueous solutions and it is
accompanied by a swelling force if an external force is applied. So that, they have been described
since their appearance, as “muscle-like working”.
Stimuli responsive polymers are plastic materials which exhibit a phase transition behavior between
two spatial configurations:

•
•

a first phase where polymer-polymer interactions are dominant and the molecule chain
shrinks;
a second phase, where solvent-polymer interactions are dominant obtaining the best mixing
of the polymer chains and the aqueous solution, leading to the swollen configuration.

Polyelectrolyte hydrogels comprise weak acidic and weak basic groups, which can be ionized. For
examples, gels containing acidic groups are deprotonated in basic environment. The generation of

mobile ions induces the phase transition due to electrostatic repulsion which occurs in a small range
close to the apparent acid dissociation constant pKa value. In such a way, an external change in the
pH is suddenly converted by the hydrogel in a change of its volume.

ATTITUDE BIO-CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPT
According to the considerations above, it could be possible to design a magnetic field detector
based upon a bio sensor properly conceived in order to maximize the effect of de-protonation
induced by the field.
The coupling of such a bio-sensor with a polyelectrolyte hydrogel converter transforms small
changes of the environmental magnetic field in changes of the volume of the device.
The transduction of the non-electrical changes of the hydrogel properties into an evaluable signal
must carefully be considered. In principle, two basic concepts can be used in sensors:
−

transducers based on mechanical work performed by hydrogel swelling and shrinking

−

transducers observing changes in properties (density, mass, volume) of free swelling gels.

However, in order to optimize the performance of the sensors and to integrate the phase of
magnetic field detection with the attitude control actuation, it is convenient to choose a transducer
able to provide a pulse signal directly on the magneto-torque coils without an intermediate logic.
A solution could be the adoption of magnetoelastic sensors. They are thick film devices stimulated
to oscillate in their resonance frequency by a magnetic field impulse. In turn, the sensors mechanical
oscillations induce a magnetic flux detectable remotely. The oscillation frequency changes
according to the changes in hydrogel mass induced by the pH change.
In such a chain, a variation of the environmental magnetic field induces a pH shift in the
biosensors which, in turn, induces a mass change in the hydrogel and, finally generates a pulse
revealed by the remote coil of the magnetolelastic sensor. In order to have a control on three axes,
three different sensors have to be used having their major dimension along the selected direction.
A schematic diagram of the transducer system is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3. Magnetoelastic Sensor transducer system

The variation of the magnetic field during a LEO mission can be discretized in minimum
detection steps determined by the sensor sensitivity. Each step corresponds to a pulse detected by
the pickup coil and used to feed the associated magneto- torque. Assuming that, during an orbit
the magnetic field components on board can range between -0.4 and +0.4 Gauss, a goal of the
project of the sensor will be a sensitivity at least 0.05 Gauss in order to have the full scale divided
in 16 steps.
Such a design allows to reduce to a single element both the detection and the actuation phases
avoiding a further control-logic step. In fact, the typical torque of a Cubesat at 600 Km height is
2·10-6 Nm, which corresponds to a magnetic moment of 0.1 Am2 and the power required on the
coil is in the range of tenth of Watts. These figures let us to make the hypothesis that it will be
possible to design a pickup coil coincident with the magneto-torque for the attitude correction.
Possible criticalities that might arise with this identified solution, to be deeply investigated, can
be caused by the sensitivity of the stimuli responsive materials to the external condition variations
(on board temperature variations, exposure to ionizing radiations, other effects may introduce
spurious responses). However an appropriate choice of the bio-molecule can avoid such an
hindrance.

The proposed design could allow to modify the actual “standards” of Magnetic attitude control
system based on Sensor Processor chain (see fig. 4) into a new concept of unified integrated biochain performing by itself all Sensor, Processing, Counteraction Functions(see fig. 5).

Figure 4. Standard Magnetic Attitude Control

Figure 5. Bio-Magnetic Attitude Control

Several and important benefits can be achieved by using such conceived attitude control system;
some of them are hereafter listed:
−

−
−
−
−
−

Reduction and simplification of the on board functions; the satellite attitude is maintained
on board without calculations, while if needed for the mission control the attitude
estimation shall be performed on ground (the magnetic field reference models and the
satellite attitude calculation with relevant filtering are performed by a computer on
ground).
Reduction of the satellite mass, complexity and costs by avoiding the magnetometers.
Reduction of the on board memory needs (saving power and mass), or availability of this
precious resource for other on board functions (e.g. payload storage data).
Reduction of the required on board power.
Reduction of response time to attitude disturbances.
Increase of the reliability of the control sub-system.

This solution is tailored for microsatellites and maybe would be possibile to be used at some
extent by the small sats; at this stage just Cubesats will be the means to qualify this solution for
space.
In fact “Cubesat class” microsatellites dedicated or in shared mission should give the possibility
to prove and to test this innovative “Bio-Control” opening the way to further utilization
development.
CONCLUSION
The idea that drove our research came out by the tentative extraction of a “minimum element”
coming from the organic world synthetized as a bio-sensor, built artificially emulating the behavior
of sensors available in the animal kingdom, adopting same basic mechanism. This element is only
part of the larger and complex mechanism that regulates the animal’s adaptability and reaction to
the environment perturbations and modifications. The mechanism is composed by sensors and
information network, complex and based on multiple stimulations, but that automatically create the
connections to guide the appropriate reactions. Our knowledge on the mechanism of such a network
is just at the beginning and it is strongly connected to our comprehension of the role of water into
the tissues both in bound such as in un-bound form. Hydrogel and molecules selected within our
sensors are regulated by these considerations, open perspectives of taking advantages of these
natural infinite resources for the creation of miniaturized system actuators imitating biological low.
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